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Berlinale: Mediapro Takes Stake
in Burman Office, Creating TV
Creation-Production Hub
(EXCLUSIVE)
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COURTESY OF DANIEL BURMAN ANO JAUME ROURES

Mediapro, Burman O/fice set to unveil two series at
Berlin, 'Stroke' and spy thriller based on book '10S1
El espía arrepentido'
BERLIN - Creating one of the biggest independent creation-production TV hubs
in the Spanish-speaking markets which is aimed at making contents for the
whole world, Spain's Mediapro, a "The Young Pope" co-producer, has bought a
substantial stake in Argentina's Burman Office. Headed by Daniel Burman, a
leading light of the New Argentine Cinema, Burman Office is set to produce
"Edha," Netflix's first TV series in Argentina.

far more feasible with Mediapro as a partner-shareholder.
"We need the muscle and financia! power which can create time for stories.
Mediapro understands development, that it is a cornerstone," Burman said.
Though aiming to make content for markets around the world, Mediapro-Burman
Office alliance comes as Latin America is in the throes of a TV revolution. For
Burman, "consumers are accustomed to a level of sophistication and production
values which they see on their platforms. We have to be at that level of
sophistication."
In this sense, high-end TV drama, whether made in English or Spanish, not only
encourages take-up at new TV online services but unlocks the keys to the future
for broadcasters who run multi-billion dollar businesses.
Tying down a deal with Burman Office, Mediapro has "associated with talent,"
said Roures, a policy, he added, that it has followed in its film production, making
films with Woody Allen ("Midnight in Paris") and Roman Polanski ("Carnage"), of
international directors, and Spain's Fernando Leon ("A Perfect Day") and Isabel
Coixet ("The Secret Life of Words").
While there is a feeding-fever for upscale, ambitious TV drama around the world,
the challenge is to find the talent that can create it. The Mediapro deal ties down
Burman Office whose first series, "Supermax, which screened at the Berlinale's
Drama Series Days this week, was the first Spanish-language drama to be
produced out of Brazilian TV giant Globo's Rio studios.
Partnered with Mexico's Televisa, ad media giant WPP and investor Torreal,
Mediapro owns a 7% stake in Atresmedia Group, a Spanish broadcast giant.
Their joint conglom, in which Mediapro holds a controlling 48% participation,
posted revenues of €1.509 billion ($1. 7 billion) in 2015, per company sources.
While Burman Office, now part of Mediapro, will focus on high-end TV drama as
the core of contents produced, it does not rule out making entertainment formats
and branded content.
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